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Jeffrey Weekley
Research Associate
Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation Institute
Monterey, CA 93943
Email: jdweekle (at) nps.edu
EDUCATION:
BA - University of Northern Iowa, 1994
NPS EXPERIENCE:
Research into Ultra-high Quality Audiovisual Media and Networked
Visualization for ISR
Research and development of Distributed Rendering, Cluster Computing
and Tiled Displays
Teach and lecture in large-scale virtual environments, Visualization and 3D graphics
OTHER EXPERIENCE:
1988-1996 Former Navy Cryptolinguist (Interpretive).
1989 graduated Linguistics, Defense Language Institute, Foreign Language Center, Korean




3D graphics: real-time (X3D/VRML) and Non-real-time (RenderMan)
Web-delivered multimedia
RESEARCH INTERESTS:
High-performance photonic networking for ultra-high quality Audiovisual media
Remote Collaboration
Visualization and Informatics
Large-scale virtual environments, extensible 3D graphics(X3D/VRML), virtual actors and Web-delivered
multimedia
AWARDS:
Best Paper Nominee I/ITSEC 2002
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS:
Liu, S.F., Schultze, J., Herr, L., Weekley, J., et al, CineGrid Exchange: A Workflow-Based Peta-Scale Distributed
Storage Platform on a High Speed Network, Future Generation Computer Systems, 21 November 2010.
Weekley, J.D., Brutzman, D., Beyond Viewpoint: X3D Camera Nodes for Digital Cinematography, Proceedings of
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the Web3D 2009 Symposium, 16-17 June 2009, Darmstadt Germany.
Malnick, J.P., Weekley, J.D., Brutzman, D., Best Practices and Workflows for Producing Video-Based Classroom
Content, Case Study: Producing X3D for Web Authors, Report Prepared for Center for Educational Design,
Development, and Distribution, Naval Postgraduate School, 2009
Curtis Blais, Don Brutzman, Jeffrey Weekley, and LT James Harney, USN, "EMERGING WEB-BASED 3D
GRAPHICS FOR EDUCATION AND EXPERIMENTATION", Proceedings of The Interservice/Industry
Training, Simulation and Education Conference (I/ITSEC), 2002
KEYWORDS/TECHNOLOGIES:
Keywords: 4K, RenderMan, Visualization, X3D, XML, VRML, Remote Sensing, cluster computing, Tiled
displays/Cluster rendering.
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